The interest of indirect selection in poultry breeding is discussed, with special reference to the utilization of known genes. The most favourable situations are those where the intensity of direct selection is zero (trait impossible or too costly to measure, environment where the progress is desired difficult to realize, or presence of negative genetic correlations suppressing genetic gain) and that where the heritability of the trait to improve is low or zero (selection plateaux).
INTRODUCTION
The idea of utilising known genes in selection is, of course, nothing new. However, in general qualitative visible traits are involved, and breeders are not accustomed to include single genes to modify production criteria in their breeding plans.
It may be suggested, in particular cases, that the genotype to specified loci be included in selection indexes. This can sometimes be an appreciable aid to selection. The aim of this paper is to present a few examples in favor of this idea.
GENERALITIES ON INDIRECT SELECTION AND GENE UTILIZATION
In what conditions is it worth considering specified genes in breeding programs ?
Common sense suggests that it will be the more useful as it will concern a trait difficult to improve by direct selection, and as the specified gene (s) will have a larger effect on this trait. This has been studied on a theoretical basis by SMITH ( 19 67 
